Active fluids refer to the fluids that contain self-propelled particles such as bacteria or micro-algae, whose properties differ fundamentally from the passive fluids. Such particles often exhibit an intermittent motion, with high-motility "run" periods broken by low-motility "tumble" periods. The average motion can be modified with external stresses, such as nutrient or light gradients, leading to a directed movement called chemotaxis and phototaxis, respectively. Using cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp.PCC 6803, a model micro-organism to study photosynthesis, we track the bacterial response to light stimuli, under isotropic and non-isotropic (directed) conditions. In particular, we investigate how the intermittent motility is influenced by illumination. We find that just after a rise in light intensity, the probability to be in the run state increases. This feature vanishes after a typical characteristic time of about 1 hour, when initial probability is recovered. Our results are well described by a mathematical model based on the linear response theory. When the perturbation is anisotropic, we observe a collective motion toward the light source (phototaxis). We show that the bias emerges due to more frequent runs in the direction of the light, whereas the run durations are longer whatever the direction.
INTRODUCTION
Contrary to the conventional fluid flows in which one needs gradients of pressure, velocity and temperature to break equilibrium and drive the flow, in active fluids, biological cells which are the microstructural elements of the fluid have their own molecular motor that can activate appendixes such as flagella or pili for driving the flow.
Despite our current understanding of active fluid mechanics, a significant knowledge gap exists in the quantitative understanding and modelling of the mechanisms underlying many manifestations of active fluid.
The energy needed to trigger molecular motors and perform other metabolic functions can be found in chemical nutrients or in the surrounding light for phototroph organisms. Hence, these microorganisms tend to find the better conditions for their growth: active fluids have the capacity of analysis and action, though rudimentary.
Gradients of nutrients can thus result in collective movements toward the nutrient source, according to a mechanism called chemotaxis [1, 2] . The application of a light gradient to other strains can lead to a similar behaviour called phototaxis [3] . This phenomenon, coupled to bacterial interactions, can generate mesoscopic fingering instabilities [4] . The control of the motility of bacteria with light has been the subject of many recent studies [5] [6] [7] .
In this paper, we use the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 as a model microorganism. This is a unicellular prokaryote, whose genome has been completely determined [8] , and which is a typical microorganism for the investigation of photosynthesis [9] . We have previously characterized the intermittent motility of these bacteria, based on the alternation of "run" periods during which they move, and "tumble" periods which consist of localized motion [10, 11] . We have also studied the effects of hydrodynamic stress on the growth of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 [12] . Of special interest is the fact that despite its biological simplicity this microorganism is able to adapt itself to the conditions of the surface on which it diffuses [11] .
Synechocystis exhibits an intermittent motility without external perturbation.
However, the question rises as to whether the bacteria adapt their motility to changes in isotropic light intensity? Especially, are the characteristic times for intermittence involved in this response? This study is aimed at describing how light conditions can influence the diffusion of individual cells. This could bring new insights in the control of the motion of an active fluid composed of living micro-organisms, both in terms of diffusion and of directionality.
In this work, we first investigate the influence of the light intensity on the bacterium motility in an isotropic assay where bacteria undergo steps of isotropic light flux. We model analytically the results in the framework of what has been proposed for bacterial chemotaxis [13] [14] [15] . We complement this study with a phototactic experiment aimed at uncoupling the effect of light intensity from that of the light direction. Taken together, these studies describe how light and light direction can be used to control active fluids.
Materials and methods

Microorganism and culture conditions
Experiments are carried out with suspensions of the unicellular cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, a model of environmentally important photosynthetic prokaryote. Typical Reynolds number for such microorganisms (density=1.1 10 3 kg.m -3 , diameter=3 micrometers) are indeed really low, of the order of magnitude of 10 -6 . The Synechocystis cells used here display a spherical shape when they are not dividing, so the diffusion coefficient remains a scalar. We have opted to use a small magnification to ensure the statistical relevance of our study, meanwhile we note that using higher magnifications could be used to characterize the diffusion of dividing cells and hence observe their orientation in relation to the flow.
The Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 strain used here is collected in the Pasteur Culture Collection of cyanobacteria (Paris, France). The strains are routinely cultured in the BG11 standard mineral medium, and sub-cultivated by diluting 3 mL of a mother culture in 47 mL of fresh BG11. The suspensions are stirred by a magnetic agitator operating at 360 rotations per minute in a clean room at 20 °C. They are placed under white light intensity of 1.3 W.m -2 for 7 days followed by 24 hours dark and subsequent 2 hours light before running the experiments. At this stage, the concentration of cyanobacteria is approximately 2.10 7 cells per mL. The suspensions are diluted 10 fold in fresh BG11 before introduction in the measurement microchips.
Experimental conditions
A droplet of cellular suspension is placed in the cavity of a microscope glass slide (BRANDT, 26×76 mm). The cavity is then closed with a glass coverslip (Menzel-Gläser, 22×22 mm) and sealed with elastomer to avoid evaporation. The obtained observation cell is then turned over so that we observe the displacement of the bacteria on the glass coverslip, and placed on the stage of an inverted optical microscope coupled to a CCD camera. Detailed description of the experimental set-up and procedures are given in [11] .
Imaging techniques
Images are acquired with a CCD camera equipped with a Nikon TU Plant 10X objective, with a resolution of 1.6 pixels per micron. The observed area is illuminated with white light passing through an optical fiber and homogenized by an optic tube.
Control of isotropic light
The intensity provided by the incident white light used for imaging with the microscope can be tuned. This changes the luminous flux to which the bacteria are exposed. The control of isotropic light is ensured manually with a potentiometer on the light source. Every hour, the position of the potentiometer is manually changed in order to raise the desired light flux. We have previously measured the light flux and identified the positions of the potentiometer corresponding to the magnitude of the desired light flux. We have opted to set two light intensities: a "normal" intensity of I0=465 lux and a "strong" intensity of 665 lux. The intensity difference between the two periods is noted by ∆ , so that the "strong" intensity is I0+∆ .
Experiments start by setting the light intensity at I0 for two hours so that the bacteria reach their motility plateau [11] . The intensity is then increased to the higher value for one hour, which defines a step. Then it is reduced to I0 for one hour. The succession of increasing /decreasing step defines a light cycle. 
Control of anisotropic light
The light intensity gradient is obtained with a Farnell LED (5 mm, 4000K, 4.7 cd), used with a power supply that enables us to tune its intensity. An in-house light orientating plateau has been designed and constructed to direct the incident light with an angle of 30° towards the bacterial sample. A cover mask has also been added in order to minimize the unwanted illumination from surrounding lights. A summary of the different light conditions protocol used here is provided in FIGURE 1.
As for the isotropic light conditions, the light intensity is set to I0 for two hours.
Then the LED is turned on for one hour, and turned off for the following one, which defines a two-hour light cycle.
For the experiment under isotropic (directional) light, six cycles of two hours each (one hour of high intensity followed by one hour of normal intensity) are analyzed. The phototaxis assay describes the results obtained for three light cycles. The cell population has been renewed after each assay.
Post-processing
Video recordings have been post-processed with the software ImageJ. Acquisition frequency is set to 1 frame per second. Bacteria positions and experimental trajectories are recorded using MATLAB code [16] customized for our purpose.
3 Isotropic perturbations
Experimental results
Once the bacteria (in suspension) have been placed in the measurement cell, they are let free to sediment on the lower surface of the cell and diffuse for two hours, so that their diffusion coefficient reaches a plateau value, as is explained in [11] . Then, light intensity is increased for one hour and we record the changes in the motility that occurs after this perturbation. After one hour of high intensity, the light is reduced again to I0 for one hour, and we record the response to this descending step. A description of the illumination profile is given in FIGURE 2. This experiment has been repeated three times, so that we have 6 cycles.
FIGURE 2:
Temporal profile of the light intensity protocol used in the isotropic illumination experiment. During Phase I, light intensity is set to I0 for two hours. It is then raised to I0+∆ for one hour (Phase II), and reduced to I0 again for the subsequent hour (Phase III). The latter cycle is repeated once (Phases IV-V).
As a marker for motility, we compute a temporal Mean-Squared-Displacement for a time interval Δ, averaged over all the trajectories and all the displacements recorded along a temporal window centered at around time t. This can be written as:
where ( ) is the position of a bacterium at time and the brackets 〈. 〉 denote an average over all trajectories and all times between the times − and + , with =100s.
We find Fickian dynamics that enables us to define a time-dependent diffusion coefficient, defined as:
More details of the computation can be found in [11] . Temporal evolutions of ( )for two representative light cycles are given in FIGURE 3. Values are normalized by ∞ , the final (asymptotic) value of the diffusion coefficient. Once the luminous flux has been increased, the value of steps up and reaches a maximum after about 600 seconds, before relaxing to its initial value. When a "normal" intensity is recovered, which corresponds to a "negative" step, we obtain a symmetrical behavior; motility decreases before reaching the plateau value ∞ . Colored areas indicate +/-standard deviation.
As several other bacteria, Synechocystis displays an intermittent motility, with "run" periods of directed motion and "tumble" periods during which bacteria are non motile [1, 17] . The variation of the diffusion coefficient could then arise from variations of the characteristic times for both periods.
We have then computed the characteristic times corresponding to both periods, run and tumble respectively, according to the procedure described in [11] . Briefly, we compute the bacterium displacement in short time intervals along the whole duration of a trajectory. If this displacement is above a certain threshold distance, then the time interval is considered as a "run", otherwise it is a "tumble". A typical trajectory divided into run and tumble periods is shown in FIGURE 4.
FIGURE 4:
Trajectory of a bacterial cell (668 s). Runs correspond to red lines and tumble to blue dots. For the phototaxis assay, we define the angle between the direction of the run and the direction towards the light source, which is indicated by the arrow.
The temporal evolution of the inverse run and tumble durations are given in 
Analytical description
This ability to change the main feature of their motility suggests that Synechocystis cells adapt to changing conditions. Such a property has also been disclosed for the chemotactic motility of Escherichia Coli bacteria, flagellar micro-organisms responding to nutrient concentration perturbations [18] . Experimental results of this seminal work have given rise to mathematical modelling in the framework of the linear response theory [13, 15, 19] , from which we inspire to model our own experiments.
This approach writes the output of a system ( ) submitted to a small external perturbation ( ) as the convolution of this input with a response function R( ) that is characteristic to the system, according to the following equation:
This general formula, adapted by De Gennes [13] for the characterization of run and tumble times, provides:
where and stand for the response function related to the two periods of the motility, and ( ) ↔ ±∆ is the variation of light intensity, +∆ when intensity is increased and − ∆ when it is decreased. Equations (4) and (5) Our experimental data are too noisy to enable determining an accurate response function of unknown shape. For this purpose, we adjust the experimental curves in FIGURE 5 with the form proposed by [15, 19] describing the chemotaxis of E. coli bacteria:
where is a gain factor and the inverse of a relaxation time that describes the time needed to recover initial values after the perturbation. To describe the evolution of the tumble times, we also use Equation (6) with the same value of and a gain , and we note that the evolution of ( ) should be opposite to ( ).
Integrating according to Equations (4) and (5) gives: The overall duration of a run period and its subsequent tumble period is approximately 80s. The value we obtain for −1 then corresponds to several run/tumble cycles. We note that in the analytical approaches [15, 19] , the value of −1 is shorter (about 1 s), but also corresponds to the order of magnitude between two run periods. Hence the adaptation of Synechocystis cells to changes in light intensity of the environment can be described with the same function that has been proposed for the chemotaxis of another bacterial strain.
Evolution of the diffusion coefficient
We have previously described the diffusion coefficient of Synechocystis bacteria in terms of intermittency by the formula [11] :
where ̅ 2 is the average run speed and 〈 〉 the average time between two successive run periods. We find that ̅ is constant and equals to 0.44 . −1 . We approximate 〈 〉 as 〈 run 〉 + 〈 tumble 〉. Besides, 〈 run 2 〉 and 〈 run 〉 2 are related by the variance of the run times distribution:
By studying empirically this variance (data are displayed in Appendix A), we find that for both negative and positive steps, one can write: These experiments carried out under isotropic conditions show that light intensity influences bacterial motion but do not address the issue of phototaxis, where not only the dynamics, but also the directionality of light, are involved. One thus may wonder how an anisotropic perturbation will affect the results.
The previous part described the adaptation process of Synechocystis to an isotropic perturbation. We now study the case of a directional perturbation, where both flux intensity and its direction vary. This perturbation is generated by a warm white LED (see section 1.5 for further details), as is shown in the schematic view of the experimental setup in FIGURE 1(b) .
The temporal protocol of the perturbation is similar to the one shown in FIGURE   2 : after a two-hour period necessary for the bacteria to sediment and adopt a constant motility, the LED is turned on for one hour, and stopped for the subsequent hour. This alternation defines a light cycle, which is repeated three times. For the following, we define as the longitudinal axis corresponding to the light direction, with > 0 pointing toward the light source, and the transverse direction. and axes are shown in FIGURE 1(b).
Synechocystis cells have been reported to undergo a biased motility under
directional illumination [20] , which is the definition of phototaxis. We first verify the existence of this phototaxis by computing the average velocities and along and directions respectively after the perturbation light source has been turned on or turned off.
The speeds at a time since the beginning of the perturbation are computed over all the trajectories of duration = 50 detected between the time and + , according to:
Results are shown in FIGURE 6: after the LED has been turned on, rises quickly and eventually reaches a nonzero plateau value. Average velocity in the direction remains null. This observation implies that bacteria have a propensity to move towards > 0, i.e. towards the light source, while no bias emerges in the transverse direction.
When the illumination is reset to an isotropic situation, both time averaged velocities and tend to zero, which implies that motility is then random. We note that at short times after the shutdown of the LED, is slightly negative, but we have no clue to explain this feature. 
Bias is related to run direction
We further investigate to better understand the role of the distinct components (run and tumble) of the bacterial movement in the emergence of the bias. We first examine whether the observed bias is caused by directed run periods. We define ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ the displacement being performed during a run period, and compute the average projection of this displacement along the and axes:
where the brackets denote an average over all recorded runs between the times and + , with = 100 , = 0 being the instant at which the light conditions are changed.
Temporal evolutions of and are shown in FIGURE 7. Without directional light (phase I), both average projections are zero, suggesting that runs' directions are random.
After the LED is turned on (phases II, IV and VI), reaches quickly a positive value,
showing that the runs promote bacterial displacement towards the light source;
meanwhile keeps its zero value. When the luminous flux is isotropic again (phases III and V), both projections are null. Hence, the nonzero average displacement during run periods is responsible for the bias of the overall motility. 
Bias emerges from runs occurrences, not runs durations
In this section we focus on the emergence of the bias by studying not only the averaged run statistics but also their distribution according to their corresponding direction. We note the angle between the run displacement and the direction toward the light source, as defined in FIGURE 3 ( = 0 indicating that the displacement during the considered run is in the direction of the light source). We define 20 segments for ranging from 0 to 360°, and compute for each segment the mean run durations and the occurrence of runs in this section. the LED is turned on and turned off. For both illumination conditions, run durations are the same regardless their direction (it can be seen from the fact that the resulting plot is a circle in our representation). Meanwhile, we notice that when the LED is turned on, run durations are longer in every direction. This is consistent with our previous results obtained in isotropic conditions, where we have shown that additional intensity tends to increase the run durations. As this plot is isotropic, run durations cannot explain the bias in the motility.
To push further the investigation in the origin of the observed bias in motility, we showing no preferential direction for the runs. However, when it is turned on, the proportion of runs is distorted, with higher probabilities for close to 0. This infers that most of the run periods result in displacements toward the light source. The bias of the motility is then due to the higher number of runs in the direction of the light rather than longer runs. 
Discussion
The way microorganisms face changes in and adapt to their environment is still not well understood. Our experimental setup enables us to get access to the dynamic response of Synechocystis undergoing abrupt light changes. Two hypothesis describing the ability to react to an external perturbation exist: (i) bacteria integrate on their displacement the external conditions, and eventually choose the one which seems to be the most favorable for their development, or (ii) bacteria "feel" immediately the direction of the perturbation and respond to it [7] .
The first hypothesis is verified for instance with chemotaxis of E.Coli bacteria,
where run periods are longer in the direction of the nutrients [1] . We show that the response of Synechocystis to light intensity steps display similarities with that of E.Coli submitted to chemoattractant concentration steps. The common shape of their run durations facing two different kinds of perturbations raises the question of the ubiquity of the bacterial response to different kinds of stresses.
However, for our study on the phototactic response, the fact that the bias emerges as soon as the LED is turned on suggests that the bacteria detect the light direction as soon as it appears. This feature, also observed in other studies [4, 21] is consistent with the description of Schuergers et al. [22] , where cell membrane acts as a micro-lens and focuses the light flux to trigger the formation or dissolution of the pili responsible for the bacterial displacement.
We also show that, for Synechocystis cells, run durations toward the light source are not longer, which is also in agreement with the second hypothesis of direct recognition of light direction mentioned above. Indeed, this observation is different from the mechanism of chemotaxis of E.Coli, where runs are longer when they point to the nutrient source. Here, we observe an increase of the run durations in every direction with additional light intensity; consistent with the study we have carried out in isotropic conditions; while runs occur more frequently toward the light source. Hence, run durations seem to respond to light intensity and run directions respond to light direction.
This can suggest that the mechanisms that trigger run durations and the ones that govern run directions do not follow the same pathway in the Synechocystis' metabolism.
Run durations seem to be more susceptible to light intensity, whereas their directions are governed by the orientation of the incident light flux.
Conclusions
We investigate in this paper the response of Synechocystis cells to light perturbations aimed at active control of the diffusion coefficient of this microorganism in biofilm. The photosynthetic micro-organisms are sensitive to light intensity and can adapt their diffusion by triggering the characteristic times of their intermittent motility. With higher illumination, bacteria have a greater propensity to be in a run mode during which they perform longer displacements and therefore increase their diffusion coefficient.
We model analytically the response of Synechocystis cells by using the linear response theory. A response function that has been proposed to describe E.Coli chemotaxis was found suitable to fit our experimental data, with an adaptation of the numerical values of the response function parameters.
Under directional light flux, Synehcocystis cells perform a phototactic motility and head toward the light source. This biased motility stems from the averaged displacements during run periods, which is no longer random. We show that the bias is the result of the number of runs, which is greater toward the light source, and not of longer runs in this direction. Brought together, these results suggest distinct pathways for the recognition of light intensity and of its direction in this prokaryote micro-organism, that can be used in the active control of bacterial flows. During Phase I, intensity is set to I0 for two hours. It is then raised to I0+∆
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for one hour (Phase II), and set to I0 again for the subsequent hour (Phase III). The latter cycle is repeated one (Phases IV-V). 
